
AIG Academy: Key Notes

Winning Multinational with AIG 
How can we help?

Summary of some of the themes and talking points from this AIG Academy session. The full recording can be 
viewed from the link at the end of this document. 

AIG Academy

Pierrick Livet,  
Senior Multinational Client Executive

Multinational supports all AIG products and sits horizontally across them, aligning to give flexible solutions 
and utilising the capability of our network. AIG has invested in creating a smooth end-to-end process, with 
innovation, communication and collaboration at the heart of the journey. 

Underwriting Sweet Spots:

Main lines are Energy, Property and Casualty, but Multinational is an enabler for all the broader AIG capabilities 
and appetite, working with every line of business. A growing trend is that Clients want more Multinational 
programmes plus different lines of business – Financial Lines and Marine in particular – but also emerging lines 
such as Cyber and A&H.

Increasingly start-up companies are offering their capabilities in different countries early on and can quickly 
extend operations more widely. AIG can provide multinational services throughout this journey for a start-up, as 
well as proven experience working with big companies servicing large multinational programmes. 

AIG have the capability to work with Multinationals in all sectors; in the case of some large conglomerate clients 
our solutions have encompassed multiple sectors.
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AIG’s Multinational Differentiators:

•  Expert People – 65 Multinational specialists based in London, speaking over 20 languages.  
The client has one key point of contact who can handle all their lines of business.

•  Multinational – a global network which includes AIG local offices throughout the world 
and top-tier regionally-selected network partners, and the ability to issue a local policy in 
over 215 jurisdictions.

•  Proactive Servicing – our knowledge and experience in running large multinational 
programmes has enabled the development of an end-to-end process designed to deliver 
timely local policy issuance, contract certainty, regulatory compliance, country alignment 
and early allocation of premiums.

•  Worldwide Claims Experts – 6,000+ claims professionals across our global network, 
working within clearly defined processes. After a loss local assistance can be arranged 
where appropriate, and payments are made in-country where possible. Clients can 
customise their claims handling instructions for global consistency (local laws and regs 
permitting).

•  Multinational Opportunities – the ability to produce bespoke multinational solutions 
for our clients, across a wide range of business lines, company sizes, sectors and countries 
/ jurisdictions – including alternative risk transfer and Captive solutions through our 
specialised global fronting capabilities.

•  Programme Tools – a range of tools available for clients to effectively manage global 
programs from multiple devices. Additionally, access for clients and brokers to the MyAIG 
portal, which gives daily updates, reports on portfolio performance and global, online, 
on-demand claims analysis. A client brief is produced for new business and renewals, 
a document which gives high-level information as well as outlining country-specific 
conditions such as manuscript requests, cash before cover, and local broker requirements.
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American International Group, Inc. (AIG) is a leading global insurance organisation. Building on 100 years of experience, today AIG member companies provide a wide range of property casualty insurance, 
life insurance, retirement products, and other financial services to customers in more than 80 countries and jurisdictions. These diverse offerings include products and services that help businesses 
and individuals protect their assets, manage risks and provide for retirement security. AIG common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange. Additional information about AIG can be found at 
www.aig.com and www.aig.com/strategyupdate | YouTube: www.youtube.com/aig | Twitter: @AIGinsurance | LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/aig. AIG is the marketing name for the worldwide 
propertycasualty, life and retirement, and general insurance operations of American International Group, Inc. For additional information, please visit our website at www.aig.com. All products and services 
are written or provided by subsidiaries or affiliates of American International Group, Inc. Products or services may not be available in all countries, and coverage is subject to actual policy language. 
Noninsurance products and services may be provided by independent third parties. American International Group UK Limited is registered in England: company number 10737370. Registered address:  
The AIG Building, 58 Fenchurch Street, London EC3M 4AB. American International Group UK Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 
and Prudential Regulation Authority (FRN number 781109). This information can be checked by visiting the FS Register (www.fca.org.uk/register).
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View the full AIG Academy session here www.aig.co.uk/business-insurance/landing-pages/aig-academy 

Note that viewing the entire session will entitle CII members to 1 hour of structured CPD learning.  
You can also download a template certificate for your training records.


